FAQs
Do EasyAS shutters add value to my home?
Yes, shutters are considered the only window covering that adds value to a home.

What are the benefits of EasyAS Shutters compared to other window
furnishings?
Shutters look great and have many practical advantages over other window furnishings. Importantly, the
horizontal blade makes it is easy to control light and privacy - shutters block out 90% of light when closed
and the control bar prevents movement so there is no rattling or moving in the wind whether they are
open or closed. Roller blinds, for example, are either up or down and when down they block air flow.
Sheer fabric curtains offer no privacy at night and can billow and tear easily. Venetians rattle in the wind.
Shutters, however, offer full control of light and air flow without any noise. They also offer good insulation
properties and a good architectural line to the window with easy maintenance.

Do EasyAS shutters come with a warranty?
Yes, all EasyAS shutters come with a 10 year warranty. We recommend that you register the purchase of
your EasyAS shutters using the link on our website to ensure that all details regarding the shutters are
securely recorded.

Are replacement blades available if they get damaged, (for example your dog
chews a blade)?
Yes, replacement blade kits (including instructions) are available by contacting us on the following
number 1800 805 018. Replacement of a blade is a simple process and should take less than 10 minutes
to complete. Please ensure that you have your name, address and room location. If you have not
registered your warranty we will also require the blade measurement (in millimetres) and, if available, the
Bunnings order number.

Are shutters child safe?
Yes, EasyAS shutters are child safe, unlike other products with chains and cords.

What materials are EasyAS shutters made from?
The frame is made from timber and the blades are made from PVC.
The frame is made from timber and shutter panel is made from PVC with aluminium inserts.

Are EasyAS shutters toxic?
No, Easy AS shutters are certified as containing no dangerous toxins.

In what colours are EasyAS shutters available?
They are available in bright white only.

Are EasyAS shutters available as bi-fold, for sliding doors or for bay windows?
Not at this time, although we are looking to introduce this in the future.

Are flyscreen options available for EasyAS shutters?
Not at this time, although we are looking to introduce this in the future. You can, however, retrofit
flyscreens to any EasyAS shutters.

Are EasyAS Shutters Blockout?
The shutters do close entirely and therefore they block out the light. However, the room will not be 100%
pitch black (as there will usually be slight light penetration around the blades and panel), but they make
rooms dark enough to sleep in.

What is the maximum size shutter that I can install?
The maximum width is 2850mm with a maximum height of 3500mm.

Should I measure the window in the middle or in multiple places when
measuring my opening?
The window should be measured in the middle, near the top and near the bottom when measuring the
width and in the middle, left and right when measuring the height. The smallest measurement for the
width and the smallest measurement for the height should be used when ordering your shutter.

How deep does my window frame need to be to install an EasyAs Shutter?
The minimum depth from the window frame edge is 70mm beyond any obstacles (eg mullions, locks,
storm bars, handles, etc). There is no maximum depth.

Can I order a window shutter in a different configuration to that shown in the
configuration guide in the brochure?
No, all EasyAS shutters come in standard configurations based upon the width and height to ensure
structural strength and ease of operation.

Are the blades in an EasyAS shutter fixed?
No, all blades are operable to allow adjustment of light, privacy and airflow through the blades.

Are EasyAS shutters suitable for wet areas such as bathrooms or kitchens?
Yes, although they should not be directly exposed to water. EasyAS Shutters are not suitable for outdoor
use.

Are EasyAS shutters suitable for placement in windows in direct sunlight?
Yes, all easy as shutters are treated for UV stabilisation and exposure to direct sunlight.

Are EasyAS shutters available at in a face fit option?
No, at this time EasyAS shutters are only available for reveal fit windows with a minimum depth of 70mm.

Are EasyAS shutters able to be used Outdoors?
No, EasyAS plantation shutters are only suitable for indoor use.

Can EasyAS shutters be ordered from my new house plans?
Yes if you know the reveal depth is greater than 70mm. That is the beauty of this product - the frames are
adjustable.

How long does it take for delivery of my shutters once I have placed an order
with Bunnings?
Delivery for standard size shutters is within 10 to 14 working days from date of order. However, for
orders that include custom shutters, or consist of only custom shutters, delivery time will be
approximately 40 days working days from date of order.

How hard are EasyAS shutters to install?
Most homeowners can install an EasyAS shutter in a window opening within 1 hour even if they have no
previous experience of installing windows or shutters. However, for those people who are unsure if they
will be able to undertake this task we suggest either booking a handyman to install the shutters for you or
that you initially install your EasyAS shutters in one single room (for example, the bathroom) to develop
your confidence before moving on to the rest of windows in your home.

Do I have to install EasyAS shutters in every window in my house at once?
No, the beauty of EasyAS shutters is that you can install them into each separate window opening in line
with your desired timing and budget. This is a significant advantage over purchasing shutters through an
installer who will generally wish to undertake the installation of the whole house in one go.

Why are EasyAS Shutters so popular?
Shutters are the only window furnishing that can offer the homeowner all these benefits while maintain
your privacy and views:
o Beautiful looks
o Control the light
o Natural airflow
o Insulation
o Reduce furniture and floor fading
o Added value to your home

Caring for and cleaning your EasyAS Shutters
Care must be taken when cleaning your shutters. Generally, dust may be easily brushed off at regular
intervals. Tilt the blades almost all the way in one direction. Using a feather duster, soft cloth, dust mitt,
or vacuum cleaner with a soft furniture attachment, clean each blade individually. Then flip the blades in
the other direction and repeat. This can prevent dirt from accumulating and damaging the finish if done
regularly.
To remove more significant dirt build-up, wipe the blades with a damp cloth and then dry the blades
immediately. Add mild liquid soap if necessary. Any cleaning product that contains abrasives or caustic
components should not be used, as it can adversely affect the finish.
We recommend that you NEVER immerse your shutters in water.
Do not apply any furniture polish or wax, as this may also affect the painted finish.
With regular maintenance, your shutters should last and look like new for many years to come.

